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In Production: Your article accepted in Journal of Test

Dear Author,

Article ID: JAAL1234
Article DOI: 10.1002/jaal.1234
Journal: Journal of Test

Congratulations on the acceptance of your article for publication in Journal of Test.

Your article has been received and the production process is now underway. We look forward to working with you and publishing your article. Using Wiley Author Services, you can track your article’s progress.

Wiley has an agreement with your institution, UNIVERSITAT WIEN, to cover the open access article publication charges (APCs) for their affiliated authors. Visit our Institutional & Funder Payments page to find out what type of APC coverage is available from your institution.

Please note: For authors affiliated with a VSNU or KEMÖ institution, open access APCs will be covered at no additional cost to the institution.

Wiley has an agreement with your institution, UNIVERSITAT WIEN, to cover the open access article publication charges (APCs) for their affiliated authors. Visit our Institutional & Funder Payments page to find out what type of APC coverage is available from your institution.

Please note: For authors affiliated with a VSNU or KEMÖ institution, open access APCs will be covered at no additional cost to the institution.

Please click on the link below to login using astest@mailinator.com:

https://authorservices.wiley.com/home.html

If applicable, a list of available actions will appear below – check out your Author Services Dashboard for all actions related to your articles.

Sign your license agreement (REQUIRED)
Track your article’s progress to publication
Submit an OnlineOpen order to make your article open access. Hint: Your open access publication fees may be covered by your institution or funder. Learn more
Access your published article
Invite your colleagues to view your published article

If you need any assistance, please click here to view our Help section.

Sincerely,

Wiley Author Services
Author Dashboard

2. Author Dashboard/Sign License

Author registers/logs in to Wiley Author Services, locates article on Dashboard, and clicks, “SIGN LICENSE.”

Eligibility text is displayed within OnlineOpen section for author dependent on reported/confirmed institutional affiliation and other eligibility requirements.
Article Affiliations

3. Institutional Affiliations

Author is asked to confirm/edit/add institutional affiliation per article in the Wiley Author Services Dashboard.

If entering a new Institutional affiliation, author is presented with dropdown list with type-ahead feature that matches text string to results found within Ringgold database for selection.
**Article Funding Organizations**

**4. Funding Organizations**

Author is asked to confirm/edit funding sources per article in the Wiley Author Services Dashboard.

If entering a new funding source, author is presented with a dropdown list with type-ahead feature that matches text string to results found within FundRef database for selection.

Authors are then asked to enter the relevant grant number(s), and select the grant recipient from the dropdown list of all authors associated with his/her article.
5a. Copyright Ownership / OnlineOpen

Author is asked to select *Copyright Ownership* type.

Author is presented with eligibility text (if applicable) again in *OnlineOpen - Open Access Option* section (if author has not already selected OnlineOpen).
License Signing – Copyright Ownership Choices

5b. Copyright Ownership

Author is presented with the following choices when selecting ownership type.

If other signatures are required, some ownership types will require the corresponding author to download a PDF license, sign offline (collect all relevant signatures), and then upload the completed PDF back to Wiley Author Services Dashboard.
6. License Agreement

If OnlineOpen is selected, the author is asked to select a Creative Commons license dependent on funding source(s) reported and journal license permissions*.

A short description of each Creative Commons license type is made available per license type to aid authors when deciding which license to sign.

*Some journals will only allow a Creative Commons Attribution License (CC-BY) if mandated by a funding source.
License Signing - Option to Sign or Save for Later

7. Save & Sign

Once author completes all License Signing sections, author is presented with confirmation icons.

Author has the option to click “SAVE FOR LATER” or “SAVE & SIGN” to proceed.
License Signing – CC-BY License

8. Review License Agreement

Author is presented with an electronic copy of the Creative Commons license agreement selected and is asked to review. If author agrees with all items within agreement presented, author must:

- confirm by ticking box (“I agree to the OPEN ACCESS AGREEMENT…”)
- type full name (electronic signature)
- Click “SIGN” button to complete licensing signing process.
9. View License

Author is sent back to Dashboard and is able to view signed license by clicking "VIEW LICENSE" button.
10. Select OnlineOpen

Author clicks “Select OnlineOpen” to initiate OnlineOpen/Open Access for article.
11. Institutional Payment and Research Funding

Author reviews/selects applicable WOA Account from Institutional Payment dropdown menu.

If confirmed/edited/added institutional affiliation (see step 3) matches a current WOA Account, this will be pre-selected for the author here to save time with the relevant eligibility text displayed.*

*Eligibility text is displayed within OnlineOpen section for author dependent on reported/confirmed Institutional affiliation and other eligibility requirements.
12. Contact Information

Author completes all fields with the most current information for OnlineOpen selection records.

Once done, author clicks “OK” to proceed.
Once all sections within the OnlineOpen Form are completed, author clicks “SAVE & PREVIEW” to proceed.
OnlineOpen Form

14. OnlineOpen Review

Author is presented with all details provided relevant to selection of OnlineOpen for review.

Author clicks “NEXT” to proceed.
15. OnlineOpen Confirmation

Author is presented with OnlineOpen confirmation screen.

To exit the OnlineOpen Form, click “BACK TO DASHBOARD” button.